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Masterpieces are rare & unique
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Some Business Masterpieces
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Some legendary partnerships

Steve Jobs & Steve Wozniak Apple

Bill Hewlett & Dave Packard HP

Bill Gates & Paul Allen Microsoft

Larry Page & Sergey Brin Google

Tom Murphy & Dan Burke Capital Cities

Don Keough & Roberto Goizueta Coca-Cola

Arthur Blank & Bernie Marcus Home Depot
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Apple is a business masterpiece

ØFounded by Steve Jobs, Steve Wozniak and Ron Wayne

ØFounded in 1976

ØHQ in Cupertino, California

ØMarket cap $1.7 Trillion

ØAnnual profits $55 Billion

ØCEO Tim Cook

Steve Jobs garage in Los Altos, CA

One Apple Park, Cupertino, CA
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Steve Jobs
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Steve Jobs

ØHis biological father and mother were Syrian

ØHis adopted father had a passion for mechanics

ØJobs knew from an early age he was adopted

ØAbandoned. Chosen. Special. Those concepts 

became part of who Jobs was and how he 

regarded himself
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Steve Jobs & Steve Wozniak

ØOne of the greatest partnerships in Silicon Valley

ØWorked together on the Blue Box – a device that 
manipulated telephone switches to allow free long distance 

calls

ØWozniak was the genius inventor

ØJobs was the entrepreneur/marketer with immense drive

ØJobs made it user-friendly, marketed it and sold it for money

ØCemented their relationship
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Early Apple partnership

ØStarted by Jobs and Wozniak with $1,300

ØShareholding was Jobs (45%), Wozniak (45%) and Ron Wayne (10%)

ØApple was a low risk, high uncertainty venture

• Jobs could go back to work at Atari

• Wozniak was still an engineer at HP

Start-ups don’t need capital!
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Apple I

ØJobs got an order for 50 computers for $500 apiece

ØJobs got a $5,000 loan from his friend’s father

ØJobs bought the required parts to make the computers on 30-day credit

ØAssembled the computers in Jobs garage

ØMade $25,000 in revenue after delivering the 50 computers – broke even

ØHad enough parts to make 50 more computers – profit

Start-ups don’t need capital!
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Xerox PARC

ØXerox PARC was a legendary tech team inside Xerox

ØIn 1979, Jobs let Xerox make a $1 million pre-IPO investment in 

Apple

ØIn exchange, Apple got full access to Xerox PARC and saw its 

technology

ØJobs was blown away by what he saw

ØApple copied and improved on the GUI they saw at Xerox

Always be open to copying great ideas!
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Apple’s IPO

ØWent public on December 12, 1980

ØApple valued at $1.79 billion

ØAt 25, Jobs was worth $256 million
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Steve Jobs vs. John Sculley

ØIn 1983, Jobs recruited Pepsi CEO John 

Sculley to become Apple’s CEO

ØJobs and Sculley quickly clashed

ØApple’s board sided with Sculley

ØJobs was furious and resigned from Apple

ØJobs dumped all his Apple stock 
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Pixar
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NeXT

ØAfter leaving Apple, Jobs started NeXT

ØIn 1996 - 11 years later - Apple bought NeXT – Jobs becomes CEO of Apple

ØApple had become unfocused and had too many products

ØJobs slashed Apple’s product line

ØApple got out of the printer and server business

Mistakes and disagreements are normal in business. When you fall – fall forward
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“For the rest of his career, Jobs would understand the needs and 

desires of customers better than any business leader, he would focus 

on a handful of core products, and he would care, sometimes 

obsessively about marketing and image and even the details of 

packaging.”

- Steve Jobs by Walter Isaacson

Deciding what not to do is as important as deciding what to do
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How you do something is how you do everything

ØJobs wanted everything about Apple to be elegant

ØHe made sure that the circuit boards inside the Macintosh looked beautiful even 

though no one would see them

Ø“People do judge a book by its cover, so for the box of the Macintosh, Jobs chose a 

full-color design and kept trying to make it look better. He got the guys to redo it fifty 

times. It was going to be thrown in the trash as soon as the consumer opened it, but 

he was obsessed by how it looked.” – Steve Jobs by Walter Isaacson
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How you do something is how you do everything

ØJobs read an article about magnets, cut it out, and gave it to Jony Ive
ØInspiration for the iPad’s magnetic cover
ØAnother example of Jobs’s desire for end-to-end integration
ØMost CEOs would never bother with something so trivial
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Apple Store: A unique retail experience

ØJobs didn’t want the Mac to sit on a shelf between a Dell and a Compaq while an 
uninformed clerk recited the specs of each

ØJobs wanted to control every aspect of the customer experience

ØFirst Apple Store opened in 2001

ØCreated buzz and brand awareness for Apple

ØDesign features

• One entrance

• See through glass

• Big stores – signal that Apple is a big company

• Areas with lots of foot traffic – malls and Main Streets

• Minimalist and airy – open spaces to try products

• No check-out counters
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Steve Jobs revolutionized 7 industries

ØPersonal computers à Mac

ØAnimated movies à Pixar

ØMusic à iPod, iTunes

ØPhones à iPhone

ØTablet computing à iPad

ØDigital publishing à App Store

ØRetail stores à Apple Store
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Steve Jobs: The greatest product man

ØOne time product hits can happen by chance but sustainable greatness cannot

ØExtremely difficult to turn out great consumer products and services over decades

ØHow come Apple was able to accomplish this rare feat?
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The best product? A great team

“You know, making a product is hard but making a team that can 

continually make products is even harder. The product I’m most proud 

of is Apple and the team I built at Apple.”

- Steve Jobs, interview with Walter Isaacson
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How to assemble a great team

1. Get the air right

2. Attract, retain and inspire the best people and then give them the freedom and 

autonomy to run

3. Provide a grand vision which get people to go all-in

4. Create a self-organizing group that can prosper even when the leader steps away

5. Invert – figure out what will cause your business to fail and avoid that
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Open or closed systems?

ØJobs strongly believed that hardware and software should be tightly integrated

ØReflected Jobs personality and his desire for control

ØApple’s products are tightly sealed – Jobs didn’t want people fiddling inside

ØThis strategy resulted in awesome products: iPhone, iPod, iPad etc.

ØEnd-to-end not always the best strategy for dominating a market

ØBill Gates was open to licensing Microsoft’s operating system (Windows) and 

software to manufacturers
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Hardware-Software integration

Ø“People who are serious about software should make their own hardware.” – Steve 

Jobs

Ø“We’re the only company that owns the whole widget – the hardware, the software 

and the operating system. We can take full responsibility for the user experience. We 

can do things that the other guys can’t do.” – Steve Jobs
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Apple without Steve Jobs

ØWhen Eric Cantona left Manchester United people thought 

the club’s best days were behind it

ØBut new talent started to emerge – Beckham, Giggs and 

Scholes

ØMANU’s golden era was just beginning

ØSometimes the departure of an amazing figure can reveal 

strengths in an organization

ØTim Cook and team has done a sensational job at Apple
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5/Oct/2011
Steve Jobs passes away

24/Aug/2011
Tim Cook becomes CEO

January – March 2016
Warren Buffett’s firm 
starts buying Apple shares
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Tim Cook

ØCOO in 2005

ØSupply chain genius

ØCEO in Aug. 2011

ØStock gone from $50 to $380/share

ØStock up 7.6x in 8.9 years

Ø660% return or 25% annualized

Since becoming CEO, Tim Cook has created over a trillion dollars in value for Apple 
shareholders
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The Apple empire today

Products revenue $213 billion
Products gross margin = 32%

Services revenue $46 billion
Services gross margin = 64%
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The Apple empire today

Net Sales 2019 ($B) YoY Growth
iPhone 142 (13%)

Services 46 16%

Mac 26 2%

Wearables & Accessories 25 40%

iPad 21 16%

“Jobs always wanted Apple to create its own unified utopia, a magical walled garden 
where hardware and software worked well together to create a great experience, and 
where the success of one product drove sales of all the companions.”

– Steve Jobs by Walter Isaacson
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“Every once in a while a revolutionary product comes along that changes everything.”
– Steve Jobs, Macworld 2007
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Services

ØThe glue of Apple’s incredibly “sticky” 

ecosystem

ØPhenomenal business – recurring, 

growing and high margin

ØDriven by growth in Apple’s 1.5 billion 

active installed base of devices

ØOn track for 600 million paid 

subscriptions in 2020
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Wearables & Accessories

ØSize of Fortune 150 company

ØDriven by Apple Watch and AirPods

ØFor many, the Apple Watch is now the 

first Apple product they buy

ØHigh likelihood that customers will

also purchase their next device from

Apple
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iCash

$B 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Cash Flow from Operations 59 81 66 64 77 69

Capex (9) (11) (13) (12) (13) (10)

Free Cash Flow 50 70 53 52 64 59
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Why is Apple a great business?

ØInstalled base of devices

ØHuge economies of scale

ØNetwork effects

ØIconic brand that travels well

ØSticky & loyal customers / habit à high retention rate

ØPricing power
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The Apple organization

“Jobs did not organize Apple into semiautonomous divisions; he closely 

controlled all of his teams and pushed them to work as one cohesive 

and flexible company.” – Steve Jobs by Walter Isaacson

“We don’t have divisions with their own P&L. We run one P&L for the 

company.” – Tim Cook
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Jobs’s Legacy

ØJobs wanted to do what Bill Hewlett and his 

friend David Packard had done

ØTo create a company that was so imbued with 

innovative creativity that it would outlive them

ØToday, Apple has billions of loyal followers and 

its product line up has never been stronger

ØJobs has certainly accomplished his goal
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Takeaways

ØStart-ups don’t need capital – replace capital with creative thinking

ØEntrepreneurs don’t take risks – they want low downside, high upside

ØTalent likes to work with talent

ØGo work for people or organizations you like and admire

ØMistakes and disagreements are part of business

ØWhen you fall, fall forward

ØHow you do something is how you do everything
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“The people who are crazy enough to think they can change the 

world are the ones who do.”

- Apple’s “Think Different” commercial, 1997
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Get in Touch

direk.khanijou@gmail.com

www.rbxinvestments.com

Thank You!
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